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1.0 EXEClJI'IVE SUI-1-:A.RY

In 1987 the Science Advisory Board tormed a Research Strategies
Committee to develop a strategy for environmental research and
development. At its first meecing on September 10-11. 1987 the
Committee identified five ~lements of the strategy: sources; transport
and fate; exposure; environmental effects; health effects; and risk
reduction as illustrated in Figure 1 on page 2. The Risk Reduction
Subcommittee met October 12. November 24, and December 17, 1987 and
t-1arch 16, 1988. The Risk Reduction Subcommittee prepared the strategy
which follows for the Research Strategies Comnittee. In terms of the
National A~derny of Sciences Risk Assessment/Risk Management paradigm,
familiar to many EPA employees and illustrated in Figure 2 on page 2,
risk reduction includes both control options and some aspects of non-risk
analysis.

1.1 Key Points In This Report

The discussions and considerations of the Risk Reduction Subcornnittee
are contained in this report. The important points and recommendations
that resulted from those considerations follow.

1. Risk reduction, the central goal of EPA, should also be the
central goal of research and developnent at EPA.

2. Risk reduction research,- of the type defined in this report,
is appropriate for EPA and is not likely to be undertaken
by or to duplicate research by the ?rivate sector.

3. Risk Reduction techniques include both technology-based
strategies and other strategies (such as those in Table 1
on page 6) involving disciplines other than the physical
and biological sciences and engineering. EPA's research
program should address all appropriate risk reduction
strategies with systematic, rigorous development and
evaluation including peer review.

4. EPA should take a leadership role, broadly construing
its legislative mandates, in solving problems affecting human
health and the environment.

5. EPA should base its activities on a policy that has the
following hierarchy of risk reduction strategies. These
should apply to all environmental media:

a. preventing the generation of wastes, residues and
contaminants,

b. recycling and reuse,
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Figure 1: Elements of an Environmental Research Strategy
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c. treatment and control cechniques, and

d. minimizing residual expoi'lure (containment,
eX?osure avoidance).

6. The research programs in important areas such as source·
emissions, transport, fate; hunan and envirornnental exposure
evaluation and effects, and risk assessment, should be designed
to contribute effectively to the ultimate goal of risk
reduction. (see Figure 1 on page 2)

7. EPA in consultation with others, should identify core areas of
continuing risk reduction research using criteria presented in
this report. These core areas would support broad comprehensive
needs of EPA and would be critically reviewed periodically.

Examples of initial or candidate core risk reduction
research areas are:

a. preventing pollutant generation,
b. combustion and thermal destruction,
c. separation technologies,
d. biological approaches for detoxification and degradation,
e. chemical treatment of concentrated wastes and residues,
f. ultimate containment methods and approaches,
g. exposure avoidance, .
h. risk communication and perception,
i. incentives for risk reduction,
j. education and technology transfer, and
k. environmental management and control sys;:ems.

8. EPA should develop strong scientific programs in each core
area, provide facilities and incentives to attract top
researchers to run these programs and maintain the stability of
funding needed to nurture scientific leadership in these areas.

9. Education and technology transfer are essential to achieve risk
reduction goals and are thus legit~te and im~ortant activities
of EPA and, particularly of the Office of Research and DevelofXTIent.

10. EPA should plan and conduct risk reduction research in partnership
with indus try and academia.

11. Pm EPA risk reduction research strate~ should recognize that
there is a continuum of activities (Figure 3 on page 5 and
Table 1 on page 6) that individuals, groups and institutions
can engage in to reduce health and environmental ris~~. E~A

should design a comprehensive research strategy as recomnended
here based on capacity for risk reduction, without regard to
distinctions of discipline, long vs. short-term, pure vs.
applied, or scientific vs. engineering. Understanding ~~ere in
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the continuum of activities it is appropriate to utilize resources
to reduce risk i.s a ke'T -::omponent of a risk reduction research
strategy. The firs!: s'cep, however. is to recogni ze that there
is a continuum of a'.::i'Ji':~.es that :nake up an over.all ri.sk
reduction research st=ategy (Figu.re 3 on page ~)).

. .
12. A new process for implementation of risk reduction research

programs is essential. This process should ensure that the
most important present and future risk reduction issues and
problems are acted upon and that r.esearch outputs are relevant
and support program of:ice risk reduction goals. The process
depicted in Figure 4 on page 7 ~uld include:

a. Expanding the funct~on af EPA research committees to
include all the elenents of risk reduction research
programs contdL'1~cl Lr1 t~is report.

b. a~chanisms for active L'1volvanent of the external
scientific canmunity and affected groups in defining
core areas of research and programs within these areas.
One mechanism is the use of period i.e lNOrkshops convened
by the SAl3 involving ORD, program offices and the comnunity
outside EPA, and

c. A Research Strategy Council consisting of senior administrators
and career executives throughout EPA to ensure that this process
results in the most effective risk reduction programs •

.
1.2 EPA Mission And Strategies

Prior to discussing an appropriate risk reduction research strategy
for the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), it is necessary to
identify the basic mission of EPA. The mission transcends the specific
requirements of individual laws and provides the focus for all of the
activities in EPA, including research and developnent.

EPA's basic mission is to reduce the level of risk to health and to
the environment posed by wastes, residues and contaminants. In carrfing
out that mission, EPA must carry out the programs mandated by law as a
first priori ty. However, state and local government, industry, the
general public, as well as people and iT'lstitutions in other nations view
EPA as a TMJrld leader in all pollution caused problems affecting public
health and the environment. Viewed in this context EPA must tJrovide
leadership on scientific and policy issues involved in environmental
protection and must balance environmental goals with other societal
goals.

In the past, EPA has largely focused on specific programs mandated
by Congress. More recently, EPA has assumed a broader leadership role by

. sponsoring research on global problens. including stratospheric ozone
depletion and indoor ai~ pollution problems such as radon contamination.
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Figure 3: Continuum of Components for strategic Risk Reduction Research
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Figure 4: Example Involvements of Research strategy Council
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The EPA research and develop1ent strategy should focus on problems and
areas where there is the greatest potential for reducing risk to human
health and the envirorID,ent. ~lis strategy will allOW' EPA to prevent or
control was tes, res idues anJ cO:1taminants as effic ient ly as possible
while focus ing the lirni ted :-esvu:"ces of EPA on si tuations where these
items cause the greatest impact and where the greatest reduction of risk
can be accomplished.

It is clear that risk reduction is a critical aspect of the EPA
mission and can serve as an overall coordinating strategy. Research and
developnent crust support the risk reduction role of the Agency. Soundly
conceived and properly managed, an EPA risk reduction strategy would use
all available information and studies within and outside EPA to:

a.. identify the sci-entitic and technical approaches that have the
greatest op~or~uni:y for reduction of risk to h~an health and
the envirorraem:,

b. prioritize these approaches on the basis of relative
risk reduction,

c. provide the logic for resource allocation that is
consistent with relative risk reduction, and

d. provide a sound bas i.s for regulat ions •

1.3 Risk Reduction ~esea:"ch Concepts

Research at EPA can be considered as:

a. suPportin8 the specific programs and priorities of the
regulators, or and

b. more broadly supporting the basic objectives of the statutes
from which the regulatory programs are derived.

Research that is limited entirely to direct support of current regulatory
programs and priorities may fail to accomplish maximum feasible risk
reduction. Current regulatory activity may not always be focused on the
highest risk associated with the pollutants or activities in question.
Rather, such activity may merely fill gaps in regulations adopted years
earlier. In addition, control of some risks either is not yet, or
perhaps cannot be, dealt with primarily through regulations.

Risk reduction research cannot ignore the needs of ongoing regulatory
programs; hCHlever, it should address the needs in a broader, more compre..hensi'lE: 
framework. The total research program h~lps to reduce environmental risks in
complementary ways:

a. by supporting and facilitating implementation of regulations
aimed at reducing risk,
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b. by defining the ris~ at issue and/or developing technology
needed to comply with risk-~revention rules, and

c. by denonstrating the feasibility of risk reduction actions
that, although consistent with regulatory requirements, may be
undertaken independently of regulations.

Therefore, an appropriate research and development program directly
reflects and supports the Agency's risk reduction strategy. Specifically,
planning as described in Figure 4 would determine what research and
develoflDent activities are needed co reduce the risk to human health and
the environment posed by wastes, residues and contaminants. Such planning
would also indicate the proper timing of that research dnd develojEent.
t10st importantly, by identifying the ~tent to whi~h the research (if
successful) will reduce' risks to hunan health and the environment, such a
program provides clear and firm logic for EPA research and development
activities. This facilitates the balancing of competing research
needs. Provision of information to state and local government and to the
public can accomplish risk reduction goals; education and technology
transfer, therefore, has an important place in the research strategy.

1.4 Risk Reduction StrategY

1.4.1 Hierarchy of Strategies -- EPA should develop a national environmental
prqtection policy based upon preventing environmental pollution and thereby
reduce risks as early as possible. This policy can be described as a
hierarchy-of strategies (Figure 5 on page 10) for risk reduction consisting
of: preventing t.~ generation of wastes and contaminants, recycle/reuse,
treatment, and minimizing exposure through containment, and avoidance
(for further illustrative examples, see Table 1 on page 6). As noted above,
the EPA research program should also reflect this same hierarchy of
strategies •

a. Preventing Waste and Contaminant Generation - The most effective
strategy to reduce risk to human health and the environment is
to prevent tre prcxiuction of was te and contaminants. Such a
strategy eliminates potential environmental problems,

Example: Substitution of water-based paint for solvent-based
paint in automaking

b. Recycling and Reuse - Strategies to recycle and reuse wastes
and contaminants can eliminate their release to the environment
thereby avoiding the need for treaCffient or disposal,

Example: Recycling waste oil

c. Destruction, Treatment and Control: Strategies to destroy,
treat, detoxify or control environmental contaminants in order
to eliminate or minimize their release should be employed for
all wastes which cannot be eliminated or recycled, and

Example: Incineration of hazardous wastes
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Figure 5: Hierarchy for Risk Reduction Research
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d. Minimization of Residual - Once the generation of wastes
and contaminants has een reduce and the release of the was tes
and remaining wastes and contaminants has been controlled to
the opt imum extent, any remaining risk mus t be addressed
by avoiding or minimizing exposure.

Example: Building ventilation

while risk reduction research lmlSt focus on all of these major areas;
source control, source reduction and recycling should receive greater emphasis
to reduce to a minimum those waste streams and contaminants that require
treaOnent and ultimate disposal. Research on environmentally sound and
cost-effective methods of treatment and disposal also must continue since
there will always be was tewaters, sludges and res idues that require sound
treatment and disposal. Research on other methods of exposure avoidance
should be initiated.

1.4.2 Continuum of Activities -- A risk reduction strategy must recognize
that the possible risk reduction approaches are all part of continuum of
activities (Figure 3 on page 5). Many tenns are frequently used to
identify the various aspects of this continuum. However, terms such as
research, development, demonstration and technology transfer are artifical
distinctions and separations. Research and development programs for risk
reduction must be based on wtlat will best reduce risk, and should not be
limited by artifical or traditional distinctions. Adhering to this
principle will greatly enhance the perception of EPA by all interested
parties, Congress, the public; and EPA's own staff. The radon program is
an example of a well-regarded non-regulatory program for risk reduction.

Not all environmental problems require effort all along the continuum.
Where pertinent knowledge exists but is not widely known or disseminated,
educational and technology transfer efforts may be the most appropriate
stategies. For technologies and managenent approaches that appear technically
and economically feasible, large-scale denonstration efforts may be most
appropriate. In some situations, fundamental scientific and technical
knowledge must be broadened before the extent of a problem and better
solutions are identified. The time required for these efforts can vary
depending on the available Knowledge base and the success in obtaining
and utilizing more pertinent information.

Understanding where in the continuum of activities it is appropriate
to utilize resources to reduce risk is a key aspect in Urrplementing of a
risk reduction research strategy.

1.5 Risk Reduction Research at EPA

The question of whether the private sector, and not EPA, should fund
and be responsible for control technology development is frequently asked.
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Risk reduction strategies encom?ass much more than treatment technology
(see Figure 5 on page 10 ar.d Ta~l~ 1 on page 6). Risk reduction research
includes research on all 0: the topics noted in the hierarchy shown in
Figur.e 5 on pag-e 10.

The private sector is unlikely to take responsibili.ty for: risk reduction
research efforts (2, 3, 4). For several reasons, EPA must perform risk
reduction research if the nation is to achieve its environmental goals.
Research and develoIXDent is in part a "public good" as evidenced by
studies which demonstrate that rr.any successful innovations come from
ideas generated outside the fim which develops the innovation. TIlere are
also insufficient economic incentives for the private sector to perform
basic dsk reduction research. Such research has a lCJ'.N chance of corrunercial
success: Short deadlines for compliance with regulations encourage the
use of existing technolo~r. ~b or:e company or industry is likely to have
a unique, important stat<'e if'- t::JaI1.;T eT..-:'rorunental issues, t."ms making
individual action hard to justi':y to :nanagement or investors. Industry
is not monolithic; there are so many sectors involved that they will not get
together to sponsor generic research. The industrial sector has little
economic incentive to develop technologies which significantly reduce the
emissions of pollutants to below regulatory levels, knowing that such technology
may result in lower emission standards for all industry. In addition,
most pollution control companies do not have the financial strength to
devote significant resources to research and developnent. t1::lreover,
municipal wastewater and drinking water treatment are most often performed
by municipal goverrnnents wr~ich can hardly afford existing technology and
have traditionally invested very little in research and development.
Finally, EPA risk reduction resea!:'c~ can provide large economic, healt...~

and environmental returns. Recent studies by EPA indicate that successful
risk reduction technologies developed by EPA have saved the nation from
$30 to over $1,000 for every dollar spent by EPA. See Tables 2 and 3,
pages 13 and 14.

Ot.her agencies such as the National Science Foundation, Deparonent
of Energy, Deparonent of De:ense, ar.d the Department of Heal th and Human
Services could conduct risk reductior. research. However, the charters for
these agencies are not the same as for EPA. Although these agencies
support research which is technically and scientifically sound, it is
unlikely that such research would obtain the type of data needed by EPA
to make regulatory decisions or provide the research results in a timely
fashion to focus directly on and mee!: the EPA needs. Divorcing research
needed for risk reduction from the regulatory decision making process would
breed inefficiency and frustration a~d likely would result in regulato~

decis ions being made on incomplece knowledge.

EPA needs to conduct risk reduction research to assure the Agency's
credibility. EPA is the agency charged with protection of human health
and the environment. EPA is expected to be and needs to be the "authority"
in the broad area of environmental risk reduction. Therefore, it is
imperative that EPA ha'Je a strong ris-i(. reduction research strategy and
adequate resources to implement that strategy.
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Table 2: Examples of Benefits

EPA's Office of Research and Developnenc has supported research on technologies
which have improved treacrnent effectiveness, reduced risk, and resulted in
savings of energy and costs. Successtul technologies include:

For Waste\-later Treatment

trickling filter/solids contact ~rocess which achieved
suspended solids and BOD of 10 mg/l without effluent
filtration

secondary clarifiers with flocculator center wells
which produced average effluent suspended solids and
BOD of 5 mg/l

top-reed vacCUll filtration for sludge dewatering which
yielded higher cake solids than bottom-feed vacuum
filters

For Hazardous Wastes

a Superfund Innovative Technology Evaluation (SITE) of
infrared incineration used for the decontamination of soils

on-site treatment for liquid wastes contaminated with dioxins
and furans using potassium polyethylene glycolate (called the
APEG on KPEr; process).

microbial treatment for both in sicu and on site treaCDent

See Appendix A for details.



Technology

Table 3: Value of Benefits

Bene£i t-to-cost
t.xpenditure for Ke:sEarch National Cost Savings katio

Secondary $ 70 000
Clarifiers
with
Flocculator
Center Wells

Trickling S 290 000
Fi lter/
Solids
Contact
Process

Oxygen $ 3 200 000
Aeration

$ 380 000 000

$ 280 000 000

S 14 000 000

1400 to 1

1000 to 1

3.3 to 1

APffi
Treatment $ 212 000 $ 3 100 000 10 to 1

See Appendix A for details
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In summary, the suggestion that private industry or other agencies will
undertake the risk reduction research needed to protect the nation if EPA
does not, is fiction. Protection of human health and the environment is a
public good, and a public agency should have lead responsibility for and
undertake riSK reduction research, developnent and demonstration. The
basic miss~onof EPA is to reduce the level of risk to human health and
the environment. Therefore, it is appropriate for EPA to have a significant
and serious health and environmental risk reduction research effort.

1.6 Core Areas for Risk Reduction Research

Certain types of pollutants have a large impact on human health
and the environment and thefore require continuing attention and new
technical aplJroaches. Risk reduction research in EPA should be organized
by core ar eas •

1.6.1 Criteria for Selection -- Selection of core areas should be guided
by the following criteria:

a. problems of high risk that can be ~ected to persist for a
decade or more,

b. areas in '..m.ich generic research can support a mInber of existing
and anticipated EPA and state programs,

c. areas in which inadequate information exis ts for sound regulatory
decisions and guidance, and

d. areas where research is unlikely to be conducted by others.

1.6.2 Core Areas for Research - Examples of initial or candidate core
risk reduction research areas are:

a. ?reventing pollutant generation,
b. combustion and thermal destruction,
c. separation technologies,
d. biological approaches for detoxification and degradation,
e. chemical treatment of concentrated wastes and residues,
f. ultimate contairuJient methods and approaches,
g. ·exposure avoidance,
h. risk communication and perception, and
i. incentives for risk reduction.

Other research strategy group reports discuss additional ?otential
core areas which can contribute to risk reduction. The development 0:
test methods and the conduct of risk assessments, for example, may SUppOrL
the risk reduction effort.
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1.6.3 Nature and Benefits of Cere Areas -- Risk reduction research in
each core area ultimately may i~clude the full continuum of activities illustrated
by Figure 3 on page 5. The cr~ilenge for EPA is to determine at what point
in the continuun to utilize available resources in each of these core
areas. Research in each oi these areas also should focus on:

a. minimizing cross-media transfer of contamincmts,

b. clarifying the technical and scientific fundamentals
(see Figure 6 on page 17), and

c. identifying the economics of feasible source reduction, recycling,
treatment and di-sposal options •

.Risk reduction research adcresses the needs at ongoing regulatory
programs in a broader, more:o~):"~~lensive framework. Core areas focus
on those problems whose SOl.1.lr:iJu: ::-equire an on-going research program
which will support both c·.lrrent 3..jj b.:.ture Agency programs aimed at
reducing risks to hlnTIan healtr. ana the envirornnent.

Strength in the core area~ benefits the program offices by placing
EPA in a sound position to develop guidance and approaches for problems
that place hunan health and the- e!1vironment at risk. Investing in risk
reduction research reduces current and future risks to htmlan health
and the envirornnent, thereby increasing the quality of life and prcxiuctivity.
Such research is an inves tnent tha t protects not only present but also
future generat ions •

If the TMJrld were ideal, a risk :::-eduction strategy could focus primarily
on the concerns and problems that are arising. However, a realistic
strategy must address simultaneously diverse problems that have resulted
from past and current activities:

a. residues from past. acti.ons such as abandoned sites and
contaminated groundwater,

b. currently generated wastes and residues that are affecting
soil, air and water and are mcxiifying ecosystems, and

c. control of activities such as release of chlorofluorocarbons (CFC'..s)
that increase the future risks to human health and the environment.

Risk reduction research in the noted core areas can address these diverse problerrs.

1.7 Implementation Strategies

1.7. 1 Research t-'lanagE!Ilent Process - EPA needs a new research management
process for risk reduction research to ensure that: (a) the most
important present and future risk reduction issues and problems are acted
upon, (b) research outputs are releva'1t and (c) the research supports program
office risk reduction goals. The new process, depicted by Figure 4 on page 7,
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Figure 6: Fundamental Research Applies to
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would expand the role of the ~~istL~g research comrnitcees Co include all
the el~ents of risk reduction research programs. The jurisdiction of
the research ccmnittees 'WOuld include some elements which have not
been high priori-":ies or a ttadici!Jnal part of the ORD mission, (e.g.,
chemiC'..al accident prevention st:-ategies, risk camnunication).

The process would also invo::"'v'e mechanisms for periodic active
involvement of the external scientific camnunity and other affected
and interes ted groups in defining core areas of research and programs
within these research areas. One such mechanism of involvement is the
use of periodic TNOrkshops convened by the SAB involving ORD, program
offices and the cOOllIllmity outsidE: EPA. Such mechanisms can give EPA
access to additional expertise which wi.ll assist the agency in targeting
the research efforts to the most impo~,ant problems and can build external
support for its research effort. The proposed 'WOrkshops will recomnend
the relative resources that should 'be allocated to core areas and the
appropriate adninistrative snuctures ::or carrying out the research.
These lMJrkshops probably will redefine the core areas.

A Re..search Strategy Couocil cor.sisting of senior achninistrators and
career executives fran all major EPA programs ~d oversee the process
to provide a continuing, high level managanent mechanism for the scope
and direction of risk reduction research. The Cotmcil ~d focus on the
cross-cutting issues tha,t need attention and on how to structure approaches
that 'M)uld assure that adequate resources 'Y;Glild be available for the
designated core areas. The purpose of the Council 'M)uld be to elevate
the shaping of each year's :-esearch program above the level of simply
responding to separate and perbaps uncoordinated regUlatory or program
office demands.

The Co1.ID::il 'WOuld assure that adequate vision and support is provided
to:

a. identify broad problems areas of high risk that are ch.aracterized
by a lack of scientific understanding,

b. address problems L"""1 ways t:h3.t: generate timely research results
for decision-makers,

c. assemble and retaL~ a qualified group of scientists, engineers
and other researchers, and

d. forecast new and escalating problems which will require research
and development efforts.

The Council would meet once or c-....;ice annually to review past efforts
and focus on major policy issues involving risk reduction programs which
require significant continuing research efforts. Such a body r,.;auld also
provide a structured mechanism for high level input from research
aaninistrators into the Agency's other programs.
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The outside sciencltlc community can develop and articulate technical
consensus opinions on a variety of issues for EPA to use in managing
research. One mechanism for the development of technical consensus is
~rkshops as illustrated in Figure 4 on page 7.

Problems for such workshops to address can be prediQted in ways
analogous to those used for technological forecasting (16):

a. intuitive forecasting either by a committee of experts or by a
Delphi technique of separately and iteratively polling experts,

b. scenarios, or rich descriptions of assumed future conditions;
these are useful in looking at possibilities not defensible
with traditional logic and can examine extremes, and

c. monitoring or searching for signals of new concerns and for
better approaches to reduce or eliminate current and future
concen1S.

1.7.2 Education and Technology Transfer -- One of the greatest difficulties
in a risk reduction strategy is getting pertinent information to the
institutions, organizations and people who can use it. This is a particular
problem for small and mediun sized industries, for state and local governments
and for consultants and design engineers. These groups an~ individuals look
to EPA for the needed expertise and knowledge. The .current EPA mechanism
for education and technology transfer is an ad hoc system of individual
contacts and occasional seminars, training courses and conferences.

Education and technology transfer is a legitimate function of EPA
and of research and development at U>A. Private industry, academia and
EPA should work cooperatively to provide the education and technology
transfer to assure that the risk reduction research information is
adequately disseminated and used (Figure 7, page 20).

1.8 Industry-Government-Academia Partnershi~ It is important that EPA
include other sources of expertise as part 0 its risk reduction strategy.
Researchers outside EPA have much to bring to the endeavor that EPA often
cannot duplicate internally. EPA must lead a broad-based, multi-party
risk reduction research effort. For example, a risk reduction research .
parcnership that includes industry is critical for sourGe control., source
reduction and recycling studies. Such studies can involve research on process
redesign, product substitution and control technology.

There should be a strong extramural risk reduction research program
to complement the EPA intramural riSK reduction research progra~. This
is important to encourage fresh interdisciplinary ideas and to make best
use of the talent that exists in the nation. The parcnership can consisc
of support for studies, technology transfer, use of facilities, joint use
of personnel and training. Investigator initiated research should be a
significant component of the effprt.
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2.0 MQ<GROUND INFO~1ATIuN AND DETAILS

2. 1 Risk Reduction: A Central Goal of Environmental Research ana
Development

2.1.1 Risk Reduction Research and EPA's Mission - EPA's basic mission •
is to reduce the level of risk to human health and to the environment
posed by waste, residues and contaminants. In carrying out that mission
EPA must carry out the programs mandated by law as a first priority.
However, EPA is also viewed by state and local goveITIIllent, industry, the
general public and by people and institutions in other nations as a ~rld

leader in all pollution caused problems affecting public health and the
envirornnent. In this context EPA is viewed as an organization which must
provide leadership on scientific and policy issues involved in environmental
protection and must balance environmental goals with other societal
goals. A major responsibility in carrying out this mission is to provide
infol11lation to state and local government, industry and the public about
risk reduction strategies that will achieve human health and environmental
goals. Further, EPA is expected to develop and evaluate risk reduction
strategies in the legal, scientific, political, cultural and social
context in which it operates.

In the past, EPA's work on developing risk reduction strategies, has
largely addressed the specific programs mandated by Congress. tbre

'recently, EPA haS assumed a broader leadership role by sponsoring research
on global problems including stratospheric ozone depletion and indoor air
pollution problems such as radon contamination. However, EPA's'research
effort has been focused on cleaning up existing pollution problems with
primary emphasis on pollution control technology. ~breover, the risk
reduction ~rk has been oriented to problems in specific environmental
media such as control of water pollution control rather than generic
research oriented toward minimizing problems across environmental media.

The orientation of EPA's risk reduction research is a result of the
Agency following the narrow statutory mandates with tight deadlines for
applying risk reduction strategies. These statutory mandates use a
command and control regulatory ap~roach designed to meet environmental
quality standards as a means of rectifying existing environmental problems.
Very little effort is expended on waste, residue and contaminant prevention
across all environmental media, the most effective means of future risk
reduction. This is not surprising. The EPA risk reduction research program·
is a microcosm of the way in which society has approached environmental
protection problems. Pollution control has been reduced to a kind of programmed
thinking and a way of shaping questions and answers about environmental
managenent. As stated by Joel Hirschhorn of the Office of Technology
Assessment, "the entrenched, rigidly adhered to, and unquestioned
perception of pollution control as the way to achieve envirornnental
protection defines the paradigm and undennines pollution prevention." (15)
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In addition to not fostering waste, residue and contaminant ?revention,
the pollution control strategy has become extremely expensive and caused
intermedia environmental proolems, e.g., scrubbers which reduce air
pollution create a noxious Sludge £o~ land disposal. In addition, the
current strategy has not acn:evec ~~e broad environmental goals desired
by the public and mandated by Congress and State legislabJres.

2.1.2 A New Environmental Policv - It is time for EPA to establish a
new national environmental pol icy' based on a hierarchy of strategies for
risk reduction for all environmental media. The policy tNOuld establish
preventing was te, residue and contaminant generation as the primary
method of risk reduction. Preventing the generation of wastes, residues
and c:ontaminants through source reduction or by natural resource management
would yield the greatest risk reduction because it eliminates or reduces
exposure to public health and the env:"i-onment. As evidenced by the large
cost of remediating proble:lS frC1!1 inapfJropriate hazardous waste management,
prevention is often the most cost eff~~tive risk reduction strategy.
After exhausting these methods, stra~egies to recycle or reuse wastes and
prevent or reduce the release of contaminants would be applied. Next,
treatment, des rruction, accident prevention and other control techniques
would be utilized to minimize the quan::i.ty and toxicity of substances
released into the environrnen:. Recognizing that such a policy cannot be
fully implemented for all envirornnental problems in the short run. it
will also be" necessary to look at other exposure reduction techniques.
Strategies 'such as containment, pollutant dispersion or.~rotecting individuals
from exposure would be employed as a last resort in controlling or avoid ing
any residual exposure from p~tenLial ~olluting activities. Figure 5 on
page to describes the conceptual idea 0: this environmental policy.
Table 1 on page 6 describes a nunber cf actions ind ividuals. groups,
industry and other institutions can take to reduce risks in the framework
of this new environmental policy paradigm.

2. 1.3 A Strategy for Risk Reeuction Research - Such a national pol.icy
TNOuld provide EPA's Office of Resear-cn and Developnent (ORO) with a
consistent conceptual framework for developing its risk reduction research
strategy. This research and developnen: strategy should focus on scientific
and technical areas havL~g the greatest potential for reducing risk to
human health and the envirorunent. TI".is strategy will allow EPA to control
pollution efficiently by foc~ing the lilnited resources of EPA on situations
where wastes, residues and contaminar.ts have the greatest impact and where,
therefore. the greatest reduction of risk can be accomplished.

Such a research strategy should ~E based on a systematic way to
evaluate the risv-.s to health and the err..rironment and must consider:

a. assessment of sources, cransp.Jrt to a receptor and transfonnation
during the trar.sport and ultL~ate fate of the contaminants,
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b. evaluation of the exposure that hUQaTIS or the enviranP.lent
receive,

c. determination of the effects that result from that exposure,

d. measures to reduce the risks that result, and

e. characterization of risk to humans and the environment~

This system. is depicted in Figure 1 on page 2. Risk reduction measures
can occur ac many locations in the cycle and are a key component in EPA
decision-making and in the mission of EPA.

EPA's research and develoflllenc strategy should identify and
quantify the links in the risk assessment-risk reduction scenarios
for specific major problem areas. Problem areas within EPA and state
responsibilities and mandates should be considered as well as emerging
problems such as global climate change.

The identification and quantification would:

a. more clearly ident ify scientific uncertainty.

b.· indicate where more knowleqge would reduce that uncertainty
and reduce risks to human health and the envirarnnent, .

c. provide a better logic base to allocate limi ted resources. and

d. provide better information on which to base regulations.

The risk reduction part of the research strategy would focus on
determining what research and develoflllent activities are needed to reduce
risk to hunan health and the enviroranent and what is the proper timing of
that research and develoJXIlent. fust importantly. the clearer, firmer
logic for EPA research and develoJXIlent activities should make it easier
both to priori tize corrpeting research needs and to balance them based on
the extent to which the research will reduce risks to human health and
the envirornnent.

2.2 Defining Core Areas Within The Elements Of Strategic Risk Reduction
Research

Selection of core areas for long range risk reduction research should
be guided by the following three criteria. The core areas should address
?robl~ that are expected to persist over a period of a decade or more;
?roblems where generic research will support a nunber of existing and
anticipated EPA programs; and problems which are unlikely to be addressed
by the private sector.
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Workshops involving the appro?riate experts, from both ORD and
academia, with representatives ~r-orn the program offices and industry
would establish both the core ar~as and the comprehensive research program
directions within each area. In tr.i.s marmer, programs of high scientific
quality relevant: to EPA's seals c~., be formulated. EPA t,.,Duld also convene
periodic YoUrkshops to review the relevance of the core areas and to update
their programs.

EPA should maintain strong scientific programs in the core areas.
"Having a research program of high quality could payoff for EPA also by
~bling it to YoUrk wit...~ other agenc ies as a leader, mt as a I lead agency I

in the way OHB uses that term, but as a scientific leader."(13) EPA should
encourage researchers in the EPA laboratories to become world-class
investigators in their areas by ~)Ublishing in prenier journals and by presenting
papers at international soci~t:y meetir,gs. The active involvanent of EPA
researchers at the frontier cf their fields ~uld enhance the EPA's
credibility, and provide :0 SPA ear:;'y "lccess to research being done in
other laboratories.

Examples of core areas, to he identified and refined by the ~rkshop

process defined above, follow. the CPA. Ol::ETD report on strategic risk
reduction research and development (5) identified research needs which
are listed in Appendix C, categorized by the core area into which they
might fi t. .

2.2.1 Defining the Universe of Risk Reduction Techniques - Traditional
environmental pro ection programs have employed a variety of- technology-based
strategies for risk reduction. Most SJch strategies employ devices to
collect, store, convert, destroy or block the movement of contaminants to
meet envirornnental standards and/or to cut down on unsafe exposures. For
a variety of reasons, risk reduction techniques and strategies which
reduce or prevent the proouction or release of contaminants to the environment
without employing treatment or control technology are being increasingly
utilized. However, research on these techniques has been meager and has
suffered from having an inadequate conceptual framework to evaluate
efficacy, potential implementation problems or long term costs. Because
of the increasing interest in these techniques and their ~otential to
have both positive and negative irnpac:s on a broad range of societal
values it is imperative that EPA have a strong, coordinated research
program on t~se techniques.

Many of these risk re¢Uction str~tegies, such as, prohibition of
hazardous substance production, product substitution or aquifer protection
zoning are often considered to be pol:'cy oriented or "soft science" and
have been developed and evaluated by EPA program and policy offices. The
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EPA Oftice ot Research and Developmene (ORD) has concentrated largely on
technology-based risk reduction straeegies. However, non-technology-based
techniques are extranely importane and deserve the same systE!l1atic,
rigorous development and evaluaton as is traditionally applied to scientific
and technology-based strategies. Accordingly, EPA should consider expanding
the role of ORD to include research on these strategies. While this
'NOUld cause sane minor organization disruptions it could greatly enhance
the credibility and use of those strategies.

2.2.2 Preventing Waste and Contaminant Generation

The most effective strategy to reduce health and environmental risks
is to prevent the generation of environmental contaminants. This strategy
has tWJ ccmponents:

a. source reauction, defined as changing industrial production
input materials and processes, substitution of products
usingdi££erent raw macerials, changing energy production
methods and fuels, and resource conservation which eliminates
or reduces the release of contaminants into all environmental
media - air, water and land, and

b. managffilent of potentially polluting activities through
strategies such as local or regional land-use zoning to protect
critical resources, land purchase and acquisition, and watershed
managffilent to effectively limit the generation or release of
contaminants in critical resource areas or population centers.

Source reduction should be applied to all potential environmental
contamination sources, from pesticides and toxic suhstances to air and
water pollution and hazardous and solid wastes.

The research strategy should address both components of the waste
and contaminant prevention strategy. The current waste minimization
strategy should be expanded to cover all environmental media programs,
including pesticides and toxic substances. In this context, waste should
be defined as any non-prcxiuce substance (solid, liquid or gas) that
leaves a production process or site or that is released into the environment
in handling, use or storage. The research program should be oriented
toward:

a. understanding and developing strategies to overcome
barriers to and create incentives for source reduction.
Priorities include development of improved methodologies for
costing waste manag~ent alternatives, including lire cycle
costs, and potential legal liabilities,
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b. improving techI10logy :r-a..'1sfer, technical assista.lce and
education programs desig~ed to promote source reduction,

c. quantitative ~easur~en~ of source reduction and recycling
acc~lishments :':2lacive :0 prcx:iuction output ana other
benchmarks of progr~s.

d. '. improving prcrluction and use of materials which can result in
environmental contamination,

e. improving, refining and developing better natural resource
management strategies such as local and regional land-use
zoning controls to ?rotect critical resources, land purchase
and acquisition, a~d watershed management,

f. integrated pest management to reduce pesticide and
fertilizer use,

g. strategies involving subs~itution for and prohibition of
the use of ha..r.!1ful substances, and

h. energy consenlation strategies.

2.2.3 Recycling and Reuse Environmentally sound methcx:is of recycl.ing
and reuse of potential contaminants can eliminate or greatly reduce the
release of contaminants to the environment, reduce the amount of waste to
be treated or disposed of, aI'.d redu~ the generation of pollution fram
the use of virgin materials. For example, the recycling of solvents in
an industrial facility can eliminate air pollutant releases and hazardous
waste which n~t be incinerated or landfilled.

The research strategy should include the following elements:

a. expansion the recyclbg component of the current waste
minimization strategy to all environment media,

b. research on strategies to create adequate markets for
recycled goods (secondary materials),

c. understanding and developing strategies to overcome
barriers to and create incentives for recycling,

d. development of improved methodologies for costing
waste manag6T1ent alternatives, including life cycle
costs and potential legal liabilities, and
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e. research on ways to recycle specific products and
pollutants which create the most significant
problems when released or disposed of, e.g.,
-plastics. solvents. batteries. tires. inks, pigments,
autos.

2.2.4 Treatment and Control -- Strategies to prevent the generation
of contaminants and/or strategies for recycle should be the first choices
for risk reduction. When these strategies have been exhausted, strategies
and techniques which destroy, treat, detoxify and reduce either the volume
or toxicity of environmental contaminants should be applied. This approach
will reduce and, if applied vigorous ly, minimize the release of envirorunental
contaminants.

There are a number of strategies for controlling environmental
releases to reduce or minimize the potential tor release of and exposure
to harmful substances. These include:

a. facility management programs such as

o accident and spill prevent ion systems

o Lnformation, audit and control systems

o plant risk analysis,

b. auto emissions inspection and maintenance programs,

c. envirornnental monitoring and surveillance systems. and

d. labelling of products to ensure safety of use,
recycl ing and proper dis posal.

EPA should develop a coordinated, systematic research program to evaluate
and further develop such strategies as an important component of risk
reduction research.

Further combustion and thermal destruction research can contribute to
treaonent and control of wastes, residuals and contaminants. The products of
combustion of fossil fuels are pervasive in our industrial society. This
source accounts for the emission of 90 tons/capita per year of combustion
products in the U.S., is the dominant source of the criteria pollutants,
and is the cause of current concerns with pollution on a local (NO and CO
in h~nes), regional(NOX and SOx), and global(C02 and N20) scale. This
source has the potential of being of contintling concern into the forth
coming decade and beyond into the 21 st century as fuel consumption and
combustor designs chang~. In addition, the high temperacure processes in
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combustors for fossil fuels, in W)od stoves. in ITJUI1ici?al and hazardous
waste incinerators, and in a nunb:=r of the high temperature pyrolysis and
other thermal destruction rJ~~!od5 ~~oposed for Superfund sites have much
in ccmnon. Generic research are~ could include the following:

a. The chemistry of high temperature reactions: Hodels of the
reactions in flames and pyrolysis units, together with
mixing models, will be of benefit for defining prcxiucts of
incomplete combustion (PICs) in incinerators or for
anticipating the conditions that lead to the formation of
previous ly unsllSpec~ed pollutants such as N20 in furnaces.

b. Hixing: Ltuch can be ~ained from a more fundamental
understaniing of the mixing process in order to reduce
emissions :~OD a wice ~a~e of combustors. For example,
the effectivenes13 of -:iestroying NO in furnaces by hydro
carbon inj'='CtL:n(reo1j::n~.,g) or the burnout of ?rimary
pyrolysis proeucts ir. :he secondary combustion chamber
of hazardous waste incinerators or above the ~rates in
a municipal incinerato~ depend upon attaining mixing of
the reactants at a me lecular level.

c. Aerosol generation and elimination: The. vaflorization of
trace metals iram the incineration of QUTIicipal sludges,
municipal sol id was tes, and hazardous was tes as well .as
from the inorganic constituents of coals and oils results
in the format~on of :ine aerosols that are difficult to
collect. Understand:'ng of the mechanism and the rates
governing the processes could both better guide the field
monitoring programs designed to evaluate this mode of
mobilization of heavy metals, as well as suggest improved
combustor operation to minimize emissions.

d. Gas-solid reactions: P~oblems that will certainly continue
to be of concern over a decade include the capture of sulfur
by limestone, the bumvut of a solid res idue in an incinerator,
the development of advanced sorbents for gasifiers with .
the potential for high temperature applications. These
problems are part of a wide class of gas-solid reactions,
the understanding of which could lead to improvements in
processes such as acid gas removal or the reduction of the
formation of a throwaway by-product.
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e. Development of real-time moni tors : ~bni tors for continuous ly
measuring the emissions from incinerators would, by providing
a means of rapidly responding to process upsets, enable the
reduction of emissions of products of incomplete combustion
and, hence overcome some of the obj ect ions to the use of this
technology. A number of options exist, but require the
development of toxicological and risk correlations between
the compounds of concern and compounds that are readily
measureable.

This partial listing illustrates the potential for defining areas of
research in combustion that pertain to several classes of problems which
fall in EPA's purview. Combustion is an .area of research pertinent to
other agencies. EPA's role should be the development of a long range
research program built around topics, such as mixing and kinetics, that
can serve short-term goals on identification and destruction of PIes or
acid rain precursors, as well provide information that ~uld be relevant
to potential future problems.

Physical and chemical treatment can be used to destroy, treat, detoxify
and reduce either volume or toxicity. Among the roore pervasive envirornnental
problems is the treatment of waste streams containing very low concentrations
of pollutants. The pollutants may be dispersed in a gaseous, liquid, or
solid stream either in a molecular form or as fine particles(aerosols or
colloids). The challenge is to achieve high removal efficiencies at low
concentration levels, while minimizing the formation of undesirable
by-products, and to develop cost-effective technologies in process.
These problems have been of importance throughout the history of the EPA.
t'1any of the problems are site-specific and are being adressed by the
private sector. There are, however, a large nunber of medium and small
companies utilizing chemicals that do not have the technical resources
to recognize the environmental problems to which their effluent streams
may be contributing or to develop and implement an appropriate control
strategy. The EPA has an important contribut ion to make in conducting
the risk reduction research for these smaller and mediWl sized companies.

Additionally, EPA needs to conduct risk reduction research for
problems ~nerated by households, by municipalities, and by other parts
of the public sector. Air toxics illus trate these problems since a maj or
fraction of the organic molecules in urban atmospheres comes fr~ a wide
variety of dispersed and currently unidentified sources. Another example
is the contamination of both drinking water and effluents from municipal
wastewater treatment systems, where traditional treatment methods are
often found to be inadequate.
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Suggestions for the type of 20re research that could be done include:

a. Fine Particle Con~=c~s: The control of the emissions of
-toxic meta::'s requires the development of improved under
standing of che control of the fine particl.es produced
by vaporization/ condensation. Particles in the O. 1 to
1.0 micron size r'ange are of special concern.

b. Absorption/Desorption: Better understanding of the
absorption and desorption by high surface area porous
solids would be of benefit for both the better design
of filters, such as activated carbon, and for the
possible devel.o~ent of more economical means of
removing trace contami~ants from soils.

c. Concentra.tion o~ T.Jas tE;S: Economies can be achieved by
reducing the vo~ume of the waste stream. Innovative
methoos such as supercritical extraction, liquid membranes,
and reverse micelles are providing new directions in
separation technology.

d. Advanc~d O1emical Treacnent : Detoxification Qf wastes by
chemical treaonent is very cost-effective. The method must
be tailored to the waste in question since the chemical
r.eactions are specific to a compound or class of compounds,
and the method of appli~tion depends upon the physical
nature of the waste. The on-site dechlorination of compounds
in soils(the APH.; and KPffi processes) is a gocxi example of
the potential of such technologies.

By far the most versatile, cost-effective approach for treating
most organic pollutants at low concentration is through use of biological
systems for controlling pollutant release. A continuing core research
program is needed to take full adVantage of such sys terns. A research
initiative EPA proposed in this area in ~~ch 19~7 (17) should be supported;
however, more emphasis should be p~aced on utilizing naturally occuring
organisms than was originally pro~osec.

Key generic research activities in this area of include the following:

a. Identify and characterize biotransformation processes
occurring naturally in surface waters, soils, and
aquifers. Establish op'::i.mal conditions to enhance
transfonnat ion rates.
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b. Eval~te t~e ut~lity of gene~ically enginee~ed
organisms in ef:tecting transformations~not achievable
by natural organisms at reasonable rates.

c. Develop new biosystem concepts for incorporating nacural
and e.Tlgineered organisms and conditions to effect des ired
transfonlations. Include in situ treaonent as well as
centralized treatJnent facilities. Develop improved
mathematical models to describe biological treaonent
operations. Initial emphasis may be on cleanup of Super
fund sites, but the program should have broad pertinence
to wastewater treatment, land treatment, and aquifer
restoration. Include research on anaerobic and aerobic
systems for wastewater treatJnent and sludge stabilization,
on enzymatic reagents and delivery systems for treatnent
of contaminated soils, and on treatment of combined sewer
overflows.

d. Determine the environmental fate and effects of the
treaonent residuals, including engineered organisms.
Develop means for proper comnunication of risk (or lack
thereof) to the public.

e. Develop means to mitigate adverse consequences of the
release of engineered organiSms.

f. If not covered urder other programs, L.lclude research
on pathogen inactivation.

2.2.5 . Reduci sure After timum Pollution Prevention, Treatment and
Control -- Once generation 0 environmental contaminants een
reduced and the release of the remaining contaminants has been controlled
to the optimum extent, any remaining risk mus t be addressed by avoid ing
or minimizing eX?osure. This can be accomplished by strategies such as
proper land containment, pollutant dispersion, use of home water treatment
devices, buffer zones and risk communication.

1m important part of the EPA risk reduction research strategy must
be a viable, strong research program that investigates sound approaches
for the land containment and disposal of wastes and residues. Land disposal
will continue to bea very important risk reduction activity. There are
only three major ultimate disposal locations: air, water and land. Although
other options exist and .will be used, land disf)osal has a continuing,
inevitable and important risk reduction role for EPA and for the nation.
Land disposal options will cont inue to be needed, and as part of meeting
overall EPA needs, land disposal research can help assure that such
disposal will be protective of human health and the enviroITQent.
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Environmentally sUUcid l2IlG Gis~osdl practices will be neeJeG even
more in the future for: munici~al solia was te, household hazardous was ces ,
very small quantity generator hazardous wastes, residues resulting from
treatment of hazardous wastes; oigb. vol.'-llJle wastes such as fly ash, bottom
ash and mining wastes; CER~. rCQejia:ion and removal wastes; incinerator
residues; demolition wastes; arId car:r::ained wastes that have no other
technically feasible or econOTtic dis,:)8sal alternative. In addition,
technology is needed to retrofit ~{lsting land disposal f~cilities and
for future facilities. EPA needs a st~8ng land disposal research program
(LDRP) to address these issues.

Another ne'eel that can be [:Jet by a s~ong LDRP is to evaluate
and tmderstand the long-tem pe:-romance of what are now considered
environmentally sound and technically appropriate land disposal practices
and the associated monitoring methods to assure that they are environmentally
sound over many decades. In spice o~ che research conducted to date, it
remains very difficult to precii~t tut i~roved land disposal practices,
such as "secure" landfills, will p~):el.~t human healt...'l and the environment
in future decades. Without such ro. ·..mdET:,tanding, the nation wi.ll never
have permanent verified solutions to ::~1e proper managffilent of the above
wastes and may find itself caught wiw~ che need of continuing to clean up
waste disposal sites, because of no cohesive,' viable LDRP.

A recent review (6) of the current EPA LDRP concluded that EPA does
not have a waste managanent strategy that clearly defines the continuing
role of land disposal and that recognizes the need for a strong and vital
LDRP. Unless this is corrected, EPA and the nation will lack the scientific
and technical knowledge necessa....y to tt"-te ongoing development of scientifically
sound land disposal guidance and regu::"ations.

This situation appears to have occUIYed because, as with almost all
EPA programs, the LDRP is driven by iIIlTIediate and legitimate program
office needs for information to suppor:: Congressional mandates and court
deadlines to develop regulations. As a result of changing program office
direction, the research focus has shifted during the past decade. In the
1970's, the LDRP emphasized municipal solid wastes in response to the
needs of the Solid Waste Disposal Act. ~~i:h the passage of the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCM.) in 1976, the focus began to change
to the control of hazardous wastes. In recent years, the LDRP has evaluated
whether hazardous waste la...'1d disposal methods are protective of htmlan
health and the environment. Wit."l the current (RCRA) emphasis on alternative
technologies to land disposal (needs that resulted from the requirements
in the 1984 RCRA Amendments), the perceived need for hazardous waste land
disposal research efforts has declined. These ftmding reductions cripple
the program's ability to meet future technical requirements in regard to
the use of environmentally sauna land d ispasal rnethcxis. The net effect
of these cumulative individual decisions results in EPA being left with a
LOPE tmt does not mee~ the Agmcy IS over2.ll long-term needs.
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The Science A~lisorv Board review (6) rec~ended n~~erous e£for~s

that should be par:-:: or a-land disposal research strategy. These L"1cluded:

a. identification of changes in the characteristics of wastes likely
to be land disposed in the futJre,

b. field scale research to have a technical understanding of the
perfor.nance of cover and liner systems. The emphasis on land
disposal closure and post-closure operations and monitoring
should be increased because many land disposal facilities
recently have closed, and others will close,

c. research on approaches and designs that facilitate liner and
cover repairs,

d. evaluation of monitoring data at permitted facilities to evaluate
containment designs, and

e. an increase in cooperat.ive effoITs with the private sector to
develop better analytical and evaluation methods for constructing
and defining the performance of land disposal components and
systems.

Assuming that opportunities to mediate those environmental processes
which transport and transform the contaminants are uncamnon and also that
personal protective devices are an undesirable last resort, then a promising
area of research concerns education of the public on personal exposure
avoidance.

Research into human exposure avoidance embodies sociological, cultural
and psychological issues. Learning what motivates peo~le to take action
concerning their health and how to prepare and deliver educational materials
to be effective are essential elements. Exposure avoidance, by personal
action, deserves its place along with source reduction and control as an
important element in a strategy of risk reduction. A companion research
program in total human exyosure \o.Duld 'provide the technical infonnation
used in the exposure avoidance.

Other programs in risk reduction through e..xposure avoidance relate
to protection of pesticide applicators and asbestos abatenent wurkers;
drinking water treatment (central and at point of use); providing alternative
sources of drinking water, indoor air ventilation, and land use planning
(e.g. industrial buffer zones). Of these, continued core research programs
are recommended on drinking water treatment (particularly at point of
use) and on the reduction of indoor air pollution from passive smoking,
asbestos, solvents, combustion products and radon.
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Propersltlne of noxi~~ facilities is an important strategy in
reducing pUblic e.":posure a:r~ envi:-onme:1cal concamL'1ation from bar:nfu.l
substances. EPA's resear&. stra:egy should address both tedmical and
non-technical str:::!.tegie3 to irllprovE: government decision-making on siting
potentially noxious and polluting facilities. The research should focus
on improving the use of sicir.g as 2 sc-ategy to minimize public exposure
and environr:1ental contamina:::ion 2l1d on overcoming barriers to siting,
recycling, treatment. and cl,5?usal faciliti.es needed to reduce environmental
risks •

2.2.6 selecti~RiSkReduction Strategies -- The selection of risk reduction
strategies to ieve deSired risk redUCtion goals will involve a variety
of legal, scientific, economic, poli~ical and social factors. However,
one critical element in 1lliak.ing these decisions is the communication
between decision-makers, parties affected by the decisions and others, e.g.,
the news media and acadelics, who report, chronicle and evaluate these
decisions. Indeed, some ~uld ar~e that risk conmunication is the most
critical element in such decisions. b~~use it is newly emerging as a
defined subject area of Llte::"l-=ctual c.rganization and because of its
importance, EJ>A should .expanc and develop a strong research program in
risk communication.

The Unportance of risk comounication to risk reduction efforts was
recently expressed by Milton Russell, =ormer assistant administrator
for Policy, Planning and Evaluation at EPA. Russell observed that:

"Real peopl~ are suffering and dying because they don't
know 'When to ¥lOrry, and When to ca.~ down. They cbn' t know
when to demand action to reduce ri.sk and when to relax, because
health risks are tri'lial or sirr:ply not there. I see a nation
on ~rry overload. One reaction is free floating anxiety. Another
is defensive indifference. If everything causes cancer, why stop
smoking. wear seat belts or do something about radon in the home?
Anxiety ~d stress are public health hazards in themselves. 'When
the ~rry is focused on phantom or insignificant risks it diverts
personal attenti.on from. risks that can be reduced."

Implicit in Russell1s statement are two ~asic functions served by risk
coomunication. One is the provision of basic information and education
in order to help people understand risk and put it in perspective so that
they will know "when to w:Jrry and when to calm down." Comm..mications
about the risks from eating flour contaninated with EDB or drinking water
containing radioactive fallout from Chernobyl are examples of this category
of information. The second function is to communicate in order to motivate
necessary risk-reducing actions such as renovating a home that has high
radon levels or disposing of household chemicals properly.
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The goal of informing people about risk and ~otivating behavior
c~ange s~und~ easy.i~ princi~le but is surprisingly di£fic~c co accomplis~.
To be eftectl.ve, rl.sk communl.cators must recognize a,id overcome a mnnber
of obstacles. First, doing an effective job of comnunicating means
finding cornpre..J,.ensible ways of presenting complex technical material that
is cloaked in unc-ertainty and is inherently difficult to understand. To
further complicate matters, risk information may make a b~zard seem more
frightening, even when the aim of the message is to calm public concerns.
When public attitudes and perceptions are well established, as with
nuclear power, they are hard to mcxiify because neW information is filtered
in a way that protects established beliefs. However, when people lack
strong prior views, the opposi te situation exists--they are at the mercy
of the way that information is presented or "framed." In such cases,
subtle changes in the ways that risks are expressed can have a major
impact on perceptions and decisions.

Understanding risk perception is critical to clearly "framing"
and communicating riskS to the pUblic. Hany risk analysts have argued
tha.t health risks can bes t be understood and appreciated by means of
comparisons with risks from other (often more familiar) activities. Such
comparisons are thought to provide a "conceptual ruler" that is intuitively
more meaningful than absolute numbers or numerical probabilities. Yet,
to date, there is little specific knowledge about how to fonnulate such
comparisons and determine whether or not they camnunicate effectively.
There is a need for creative new indices and analogies to help individuals
translate risk estimates varying over many orders of magnitude into
simple, intuitively meaningful terms. The task will not be easy. Ideas
that appear, at first glance, to be useful, often tum out, upon testing,
to make the p·roblem worse. For example, an attempt to convey the smallness
of one part of toxic substances per billion by drawing an analogy to a
crouton in a five-ton salad seems likely to enhance one's misperception
of the contamination by making it more easily imaginable. The proposal
to express very low probabilities in terms of the conjunction of CTM) or
more unlikely events (e.g., simultaneously being hit by lightning and
struck by a meteorite) also seems unwise in light of experimental data
showing that people greatly overestimate the likelihood of conjunctive
events. Perhaps public IIDderstanding of quantitativ~ risk can be improved
by studying their understanding of camnonly used measures, such as distance,
time and speed.

The sensl.tlvity of risk communications to framing effects points to
another avenue for research. We need a better understanding of the
magnitude and generality of these effects. Are public perceptions
really as malleable as early results suggest? If so, how should the
communicator cope with.this problem? One suggestion is to present
information in multiple forrnats--but does this help or confuse the
recipient? Finally, the possibili:y that u~ere is no neutral way to
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present information, coupled w~th the possibility that public p~eierences

are very easily manipulated, has L~ortant ethical and political implications
that need to be examined.

Because of trE cornplex~t~ of L~E~ communications and the subtlety of
human response to thern, it is extr~ely difficult, a priori, to know
whether a particular message will ade~uately inform-its recipients.
Testing of the message provides needed insight into its impacts. In
light of the known difficulties of communicating risk information, it
could be argued that an agency which puts forth a mes sage without tes ting
its comprehensibility and effectiveness is guilty of negligence or at
least of short sightedness. TI-lis assertion raises a host of research
questions. How does -one test a message? How does the corrmunicator judge
when a message is good enough in light of the possibility that not all
test subjects will interpret it correctly?

Risk communication is closelv :~nY_ed with risk perception. To
comnunicate effectively, we n2~ t.::> \..mde~stand the nature of public
knowledge and perceptions. 'll'.us, d cCJ":pLehensive research program on
risk reduction also needs to include ~esearch on risk communication
and perception.

. . S<?1?~ g~~~~a~ ~~e~ch. 'iuestions dealing with researCh on- risk
con:munication and perception are:

a. What are the determinants of "perceived risks?" W'hat are
the c.oncepts by which people characterize risks? HOW' are
those concepts related to their attitudes and behavior
toward environmen:al hazards?

b. wbat steps are needed to foster enlightened behavior with
regard to risk? what sorts of information do policy makers
and the public need? now should su.ch information be
presented? What indices or criteria are useful for putting
diverse risks in perspective and motivating desirable
behavior change? How should uncertainty be explained to
the public and to policy makers?

c. ~.t makes a risk analysis "acceptable?" Some analyses
are accepted as valuable inputs to risk managenent decisions,
whereas others only fuel controversy. Are these differences
due to the specific hazards involved, the political philosophy
underlying the analytical methods, the way that the public
is involved in the decision-making process, the results of
the analysis, or the inco~oration of social values into
risk analysis?
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a. How can ?olarized social conflict Lnvolving risK be reduced?
How can an acnosphere of trust and mucual respect be created
among op?osing parties? How can we design an environme.'lt
in which effective, mul:i-way communication, constructive
debate, and c<JTI;lromise can take place?

e. Are certain contexts of risk communication more or less
conducive to the processing of risk information? The
information-theoretic model of risk communication has been
useful to a lLmited degree, bue it is too constraining.
In addition to looking at information flow, channels and
receivers, we have to look at the social ana cultural
contexts within which scientific information gets transmitted.

f. In aealLng with public perceptions of risk, we need research
that examines now ?eople come to an understanding of risk
in real time, under accual conditions. Ethnographic case
models are important. Laboratory models of risk perception
have proviaed an important concepcual trarne'NOrk, but they
need to be complemented by analytic case studies.

g. How do we get consensus .in the e~ert comnunity? What are
the factors that Uffipede consensus? we need to know more
about the problem of risk cormnmication bet'Ween experts.

h. How should lack- of scientific consens~ be transmitted to the
lay public? we need to clairty and describe the issues in an
understandable manner for public cons~ption.

Risks can be defined as threats to people and things they value (their
health, their finances, the quality of their environment). Considerable
research has been directed toward assessing values associated with human
mortality and morbidity, so that these values could be factored in to
risk benefi t analyses. Much less attention has been given to the valuation
of environmental features such as clean air and water, protection of
plant and animal species, etc. Typically these valuation efforts have
been approached from an economic (e.g., cost-benefit or wiliness to pay)
perspective. For instance, the public and policy makers are asked to
assune that a market exists for trading such "goods" and they are asked
to estimate appropriate "prices" expressed in terms of "willingness
to pay" to save (or to avoid the loss of) a hunan life, to clean up a
polluted lake, to preserve an animal species, and so on.
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exists has come under sever~ ~ri:icLsrn. however, on the grounds that i:
is biased at best and L'1vali.u at -..Drs::. It appears thac many outcomes
associated with environmencai pr'Jee2cion may simply not be able to be
evaluated in terms of wel.l-,iefiIlt>'J dollar values that can be compared
with ~netary values for traded goods or services. People may care about
maintaining a clean environment, reducing perc.eived ri3ks, protecting
their health, or preserving a ~~eatened animal species without really
being able to express the i.mpo-=:1:ance of such outcomes in terms of
;nonetary values. Instead. t.l:1eir values may reflect a complex mix of
aesthetic, moral, ?olitical, ?sychological, social and economic concerns
that need to be measured by innovar:l'Je new methods. The methodology of
multi-attribute utility ~~eor:', [or ~xample, might be used to conseruct
overall values from the c~cnent tli..nensions of value.

Thus, Gespite modest re~ear:h efforts in the past, we still lack the
ability to evaluate many outCOlTes i.l.t.sociated with environmental protection.
We need a fresh approach, on2 cr.at starts by looking beyond economic
components of value, which are L'1!portant but. are only part of the story.
Research is needed to detemine ...-hat the components of "value" really
include and ho;..; they can be measured in a manner that is reliable eno~h

and valid enough for input into policy decisions. Such research ~ll

need to proceed from an interdisciplinary base in which the efforts of
psychologists, ethicists, econooists and others are closely coordinat.ed.

2.2.7 Incentives for Risk-Redu.c.tlOri. -- Risk reduction strategies will
only be etfective it properly L-rrplemen:ed. Althoug:: taken for granted,
seldom is the implementation strategy cGnsidered in evaluating and chosing
a risk reduction strategy. L'bst risi< L'eduction strategies are mandated
by legislative, executive and judicial. branches of 60vernment. However,
it should be realized that risk reduction strategies are aimed at influencing
the behavior of individuals, groups and institutions to reduce environmental
risks. Creating incentives to change behavior is what most envirornnental
law and regulation aims to do. There are strategies other than government
command and control ~ld market-place factors to create the proper incentives
for risk reduction. EPA should develop a coordinated systematic research
program on such alternative strategies. The research program should
include factors motivating behavior. Priorities should be given to:

a. Economic incentives through fees, taxes, grants,
loans, etc.,

b. Evaluating the incentives and disincentives to applying
risk reduc:ion s:~ategies, and

c. Lndersta~cU1g motivations of individuals, groups ant
instieutions to foster changes in behavio~ wnich will
result in risk reduction.
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One of the greatest difficulties in implementing innovative risk
reduction strategies is gettL~g the information in the hands of instiLlitions
and people who can implement the strategies. For example, they are often
faced with a proposal for a new facility which wishes to employ a new
technology for risk reduction. In addition to checking the literature
and consulting professional colleagues, state and local officials often
call EE»A and sometimes other states for advice. They do so for several
reasons. They assume EPA has or should have the expertise to evaluate
the technology, and that EPA and other states may have been faced with
similar issues. rbreover, state and local governments feel that they are
on firmer ground with the backup of EPA or another state which condones,
has approved or utilized the technology or strategy. State and local
governments also perceive t~e value of technology transfer activities to
their camnunities and local economies. EPA assistance that enables
cornrnunities to achieve envirornnental goals more cost-effectively is
clearly beneficial. The current mechanism for obtaining this assistance
is an ad hoc system of individual contacts with occasional se~inars,

training COUrses and conference by EPA.

The problem is not unique to state and local government. Business
and industry (particularly s;nall and medit.ml sized) also need a better
mechanism for obtaining information about risk reduction technologies and
strategies. For reasons of competition and lack of expertise or other
resources, small and medium sized industries do not often have access to

. the latest. information to reduce risks. An importa!lt example of this is
getting information to (and acceptance by) farmers ,)(1 integrated pest
management to reduce risks from pesticide exposure. Similarly, the public
which is demanding and having a larger role in gover.1!Tlent and private
decision-making on environmental protection needs information on the
effectiveness and application of risk reduction strategies and technology.

tbreover, academic programs at universities and other institutions
must have access to information on innovative risk reduction strategies
to ensure that educational programs will be providing the personnel .mo
can implement risk reduction programs.

To date, EPA has not had a coordinated, comprehensive strategy for
-ecmm.mication and education on risk reduction strategies. This is

especially true for the Office of Research and Development which has been
unable to bldget resources for technical assistance, technology transfer
and canmunication, except in a few specialized cases.

EPA should develop a comprehensive, regular progr~~ for communication,
education and technology transfer across all environnental ;:Jeaia. The
report of the Administrator's Task Force an Technology T':"ansfer and
TrainL~g is an important step forward for EPA; its rec~endations s~oulc

be fully iurplemented.



2.3.1 Education and Trainir:2 ?::-o£:-ci:T.s -- It is ir::i-'0rtant :or"~A, tJrivace
industry, crade ana protessionaI associations, and \IDiversities to r.,.;ork
cooperatively to incorporate trai~L~g in envirornnental issues into the
cum eula of a nun.ber of disc:'plines relevant to environmental managEment.
It: is critical that much more i.:-.tegra::ed views of product design, fJ~oducti.on
processes. was te generation, proouct handling and use, ron-engineering
approaches, cost effectiveness, and pollution control that relate to all
risk reduction strategi~ be developed in such fields as civil, environmental,
chemical process, mechaIucal, elect:-ic.al and tJetroleum engineering;
business; public policy; economics; medicine; public health and law. As
an example, pollution control -- much less environmental protection ---
cannot continue to be thought or only as an "end-of-pipe" treaonent of
was tes. A sound integrated carricula would not require separate courses
on topics such as source reduction and waste audits. Rather, the curricula
would teach the implications rer ~ollution generation of actions not
traditionally associated with pollution. An example is to incorporate
waste elimina.tion as a goal or a desig:1 problem on manufacturing computer
chips.

EPA should work actively ~th groups such as the National Research
Council, the National Science Foundation, the American Institute for
Chemical Engineers, the Associa:ion of Environmental Engineering Professors,
the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, the American
Acadany of Environmental Engineers, the American L1edical Association, the
American Public Health Association and the American Bar Association to
advocate such changes. .

In addition, EPA should suppo=t the development and implementation
of such education ~rograms. Such programs could include education and
training materials, handbooks and other written and audiovisual materials
and also seminars and training courses. The success of the existing
regional asbestos training and information centers sponsored by EPA are
an excellent example of the value of such programs that should be replicated
for other risk reduction strategies.

Priorities for consideration should include

a. lead paint removal,

b. radon mitigation,

c. integrated pest management,

d. chemical accident risks,

e. hazardous \.Jaste managenent,

f. support of cu~:-iculum develcpnent at universities in
environmental management anC risk reduccion, and
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g. SUp?o~ 0: ~~~~~~e :e~lc~shi?S, trauleeshi?s ana Lesear~~

assistantships -- ~A has ~ excellent ?rograrn or envirornnental
policy research performed by graduate students at 25 universities
through its National NeCW'Ork for Envirornnental Policy Studies.
The current: program should be expanded and to include risk
reduction strategies.

2.3.2 Teclmologt Transfer -- As stated in introduction to the "Report on
the Administrator s Task Force on Technology Transfer and Training," (14)
technology transfer is an essential element of the EPA mission:

"The evolution of environmental programs has changed the
clUnate and conditions under which EPA operates, challenging the
Agency to ada~t to these new conditions and expand its role to meet
ner..l needs. As the environmental programs of the 1980s develop and
mature, more of the work in environmental protection is being carried
out in the field by the EPA Regional Offices and State and local
government agencies. In addition, the Clean Air Act, Resources
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCM) , Superfund (CERCLA), Safe
Drinking Water Act, and Clean water Act all mandate more involvement
by State and local governments in implementing the statutes. This
evolution has a significant impact on EPA's approach to carrying out
its mission, prompting it to extend its role beyond its traditional

'focus-on enforcement and regulation to a renewed emphasis on technology
transfer and training as r.1eans of accomplishing environmental
protect ion goals. As EPA moves into this new and expanded role,
the Agercy has a unique opportuni ty, to redefine 'and forge new
relationships with States, local governments, industry, and
academia that are based on partnership and coo[J€ration."

"Compliance with environmental regulations can be more
readily accomplished if monitoring and enforcement activiti~s

are canbined with a program of technical assistance and training.
Further, many areas of environmental concern, such as the radon
and nonpoint source water pollution problems, do not lend
themselves to the traditional regulatory and enforcement approach;
in these cases, technology transfer and training can provide a
mechanism for the~evelopment of positive solutions that drat;l
on the unique strengths of all parties involved. EPA, working
in partnership with the States, must take action to legitimize the
importance and integral nature of technology transfer and training
to its mission. As the Agency continues to evolve and mature,
technology transfer and training must become core elements in
suppo~i~g the Agency's operations and interactions with the states
and local government, indus try, and academia."



"Further, the Task ForcE::: oeli.eves tt'at failure to
incorporate such an en9naslS t~roughout the Agency will
undermine the e£fectiver,ess c: c...."le Agency's regulatorv
and enforcement effo:ts, and related activities at th~
State and local lev:el."

The Task Force is noc alone in its view that tecrulology transfer and
training will be crucial componencs of EPA's future role. Congress
emphasized the impottanee or technology transfer by unanil!lously passing
the Technology Transfer Jet of 1986. This incentive-oriented law was
furtrer buttressed by aecutive Order 12591, which encourages cooperative
consortia among governrDe!It, academia, and industry for the developnent
and comnercialization of new technology. .

The Adninistrator' 5 Task Force !:"eport is correct. A strong technology
transfer program is essential :0 a.:hieving risk reduction goals and
should be a component of ::he OkD p!":Jgram or risk reduction research.
Such a program should:

a. have an Office of Technolo~ :'ransfer in the Office of Research
and Develo~ -- This office would coordinate activities with
similar entities in the Office of Regional Operations and"other
iJrogram offices,

b. establish teclnology transfer and training as legitimate core
elements of the Age~cy's approach to acco~lishing its mission
and include t:bem as pan: of the program budget,

c. develop cooperative partners~ips among government, industry,
and academia for technology transfer, and

d. explore innovative programs such as the use of retired
professionals. exchange of personnel among EPA headquarters,
laboratories. regional offices and states through the
Intergovernmencal Personnnel Act or use of unemployed persons
for risk reduc:ion work -- These programs should be implemented
wi th the assistance of states and unversi ties to toster the
most effective outreach.

EPA should expand its current technology transfer program on was te
reduction to other risk reduction areas as an example of an increased
effort in technology transfer. The cu~ent program to develop and test
assessment procedures suitable for iden~ifying potential waste reduction
opportunities for major hazardous waste generating sectors, waste Reduction
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Audit ProtocoLs (w~), ~s a good scare Due should J€ ~~~anded to air ~~d

water discharge sources. Similarly, che waste reduction evaluations at
federal sites, Waste Reduction Evaluations at Federal Sites (w~), is an
excellent idea but should be e.'9anded to cover all environmental media
at government facilities, not just at OOE and 000. A handbook on source·
reduction and recycling such as that recomnended by the July 1987 \Jaste
!tinirnization Policy forum conducted by Tufts University for EPA is a
mechanism of tecC'I1010gy transfer wtlich should be further developed. EPA
should also consider developcent of expert systems in source reduction
and recycling for use by states and industry.

In targeting technology transfer efforts, EPA should concentrate on
groups and institutions where the greatest risk reduction results are likely
to occur. In waste reduction; for e.xample, efforts should be targeted
initially to industries that use chemicals, but have little expertise in
the chemistry of waste management. Such industries include the electronics,
aerospace, and metal fabrication industries. In addition, EPA may want to
consider the feasibility of implementing waste minimization practices in
selected conpanies or industries. By beginning in industries that are
most receptive, and on processes likely to generate positive results, it
can establish a solid foundation for its program. ~breover, small and
medium sized hazardous waste generators (plants that generate 1 ,000 -
.100,000 kilograms of hazardous waste per month) could benefit JlOst from
source reduction technology-transfer efforts because they often are not
aware of source reduction and recycling options and because irnplenenting
promis ing ortions could have a significant impact on ',,'aste generation
nationally. Among TlJedium-sized waste generators, the emphasis of technology
transfer efforts should be on users of cheoicals, as opposed to chemical
manufacturers, becaUse users may lack the chemical engineering expertise
to develop waste minimization approaches. A specific suggestion for
source reduction opportunities that should he 'encouraged by EPA, other
than those suggested in the ORO Strategy, is the design of new products
that will minimize waste generation by customers or users of these products,
such as solvent or pesticide users.

In summary, technology transfer is an essential element of EPA's
risk reduction program. Technology transfer and training activities
should not be separated from d1e broader mission of the Agency. Technology
transfer and training are integral to the way EPA will do business in the
futur~. Technology transfer and training actIvities are also investments
in the future, whose true value may not become 6J11 realized in the short
term.

2.4 Implementation Strategies for Risk Reduction Research

2.4. 1 An Orientation to Solving Problems -- In order to be successful in
bringing about environmental change, EPA needs to take a problem solving
approach in dealing with State and local governments and private industry.
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Rather than focus ing only ·.)Ll c~e es ::abLisl1f.1ent or ap?::-J~;.-iace Scace a."ld
local laws and regulations, UlA ceeds to recognize t;"'e need to enhance

. ooerational capabilities o~ ~virJrroental agencies as well. Rather than
looking at permit and eniorce.'llent ac:ions as ends in the!l1Selves, w."1e EPA
needs to step back and decic..:: tne cypes of risk reduccion techniques that
it wants to bring about: in specific instances. This should include waste
reduction approaches as well as the more traditional control technology
approaches. The EPA should t.'"len consider all of the tvols at its disposal
in order to make the desired changes. In sane cases enforcenent action
may be appropriate. In other cases a technology transfer program which
could include joint EPA-industry development and testing might be a
better approach. Technical assistance and training to State and local
agencies, who then in cum could workwich particular industries, should
also be considered. - Public e<iuca:icn ~y be necessary in order to obtaL.'1
approval for desired results (e.g. the siting of a new treatment technology).
The important point is that the Agency must assume a more proactive
leadership posi tion in bring log abou: envirornnental change and that it
should constructively support State and local government and industry
through training, technical assista"lce and technology transfer as well as
conducting risk reduction research.

2.4.2 Establishine and Updating Priorities for Risk Reduction

. Risk assessment is one tool for identifyiI;8 and quantifying risks.
i-bst current EPA risk assessment activity ConSlsts of two major parts.
The first part is exposure analysis. :nis is figuring out how many
people have been exposed to ~t chemical, for how iong, and at what
levels. The second part is ?roducing ciose-response curves directly from
health data or, indirectly, by analogy with known effects of similar
chemicals.· The results of these ~ parts combine to canpute what part
of the population may have a health effect at each level of severity as a
result of exposure. (See Figure 2, page 2). Although this currently
represents the main tool, it is severely limited by the paucity of relevant
exposure data, and is clearly not adequate for ecosystem degradation
modeling. We leave that discussion to others.

Each of the two technical parts mentioned above is only as accurate
as the means and dispersions of the exposure distributions and dose-response
curves, and the accuracy of techniques for projecting health effects f=om
one chemical to another. The technology and databases for all three are
constantly changing.

EPA should have a core research program to increase the reliability
of these mechods. Often load limits for coxic chemicals are decermined
using a 'wargin of safety" to make up for the lack of accuracy of che
curves. Developing more accurate curves by long-tem hasic research T.2""

mean more accurate load limits, as well as more focused and efficienc
?revention and remediation. This is a legitimate risk reauction research
area.
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After technical ~is~ assessoent, safety analysis chen dete~i~es

whether the levels of risk incurred are dCceptable or whether ?lans
should be made to reduce these levels in some way to an acceptable level.
Considerations of societal norms, laws, regulations, and politics enter
here. The mere publication of a safety analysis showing that practices
are not: acceptable arrl entail perceived risks may itself be a control
tedmology. Such actions may result in reducing the risk due to public
pressure on those responsible for the risk. .

The technical part of an EPA risk reduction strategy consists of
developing all feasible alternate control strategies for the sources,
translocation, and transformation of chemicals which result in exposure,
and evaluating these alternative control strategies for quantitative
effectiveness by the technical risk assessment P.1entioned above. This
includes investigation and evaluation of not as yet developed centrol
technologies, used at control points in ways not previously investigated.
These strategies cover a much wider range of possibilities t~n .is often
considered. Among these alternatives are waste minUffiization, multimedia
source reduction, recycling, treaonent, and disposal in all media.

This also includes education, as the population affected may avoid
exposure by voluntary acts, such as moving or not buying produces, or may
apply political pressure to the manufacturer. These strategies will
necessarily involve EPA, industry J internal and extrc3Jm.lral research,
technology transfer assistance programs, and educational programs.

,
Non-technological strategies may somet:imes be ;~ore effective in

reducing risk (and less costly) than very elaborate technologies applied
to the prcrluction and transformation of the chemicals.

In summary, risk assessment has four stages:

a. identification of risks,

b. evaluation of severity of risks,

c. identification of strategies to control risks, and

d. evaluation of the effectiveness of strategies to reducing__
risks.

Each of these stages requires constant updating and necessitates an
ongoing, core research ~rogram to update assessments.
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Various criteria can je used to categorize ris~~.

a. ~ewly Ei.aerging Ris~: '.,.ie may be presented at anv time with
suggestive or anecd~cal evidence that exposure t~ a previously
ignored chemicat or biolog ieal, substance may have serious
consequent risks to i:lan or the envi ronment. Vir'tually
all current EPA resources currently are budgeted to known
problems. This should not result in putting off exploratory
investigation of new presunptive risks. If, after exploratory
analysis, the new risk is of so ~all a magnitude that
remediation ~uld yield an insignificant risk reduction
relative to other known ~isks, the area of investigation
may be dropped. But how should one get to that
decis ion point?

b. Stratification of Papulac:'ons and Areas by Risk Level: An
error that should be avoided is dismissing the risks of
exposure to a substance because t..~e average exposure of a
large population is small. ~hthin the large population
there may be identifiable high-risk groups and therefore
extremely inequitable risks. A high risk for a few is not
counter-balanced by a small average risk for the many. Such
an approach is contrary to the assertion of t:lany industrial
risk assessors who make meaningless comparisons of the risks of
exposure of employees to plant chemicals with everyday risks.

All risk asses~ents should be required to stratify exposed
populations and areas by risk level, obtaining the distribution
of risk. This often requires data gathering. For example,
for house radon exposure, one method of gathering data is
overflights which give a contour map of activity so that
the physical areas where many individuals have high radon
exposure can be pinpointed. In the non-pinpointed areas
where the average exposure can be expected to be low,
house-to-house radon variation is largely based on extremely
local geology, and remediation is needed in many houses
in these non-pinpointed areas. Getting the approtJriate
stratification to estimate who is at high risk and where
they are requires care.

c. Recognizing the Vector Nature of Risk: A second error is
thinking of the effect of a control strategy in an univalent
way in terms of one effect. But getting the level of one
chemical dawn often shifts exposure to other pathways. In
the case of sludge, land s?rE=ading might cause heavy
mecals to enter the human food chain. Burning sludge
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causes those same ~etals to be emitted and possioLy respired,
and sea disposal ~ay cause those s~e metals to enter fish and
the 'cuman food chain another w-ay. ~\l1tiple-t::1edia, rnultii?le-chernical
exposure effects of each proposed control strategy of renediation
have to be established simultaneously in order to get a true
picture of total health risks. Every control strategy proposed
should be evaluated accord ing to the vector nature of the
resulting exposures.

This is currently not cornmon practice, but ought to be attempted
in evaluating control strategies.

d. I:bse-Response Curves -- A Problem 'That :...bn't Go Away: A principal
cOr:JPOnent of risk assessment is dose-response curves. These
curves convert exposure into health effects, mortality and
morbidity. Haw to extrapolate fran short-term, high-dosage
exposures in a labora.tory on animals to results for long-term,
low-dosage exposures of people, in a natural environment is an
area of great controversy and much theology and debate.
Different models,. based on different detailed assessments of
biology and chemistry, give estimates orders of magnitude
apa.rt, and often are used to rank problems for suitability for
mitigation or regulation. There is perhaps more dispersion of
estimates in this part of risk assessment than in any other.
This is an area W'here fundamental, theoretical and experimental
research is require4 to evaluate these mcx.iels according to EPA
as well as state and local (e.g., community right-to-know)
needs.

e. Screening O1emicals for Risks: There are a myriad of tmexplored
chemicals which may pose health hazards. Without availability
of dose-response curves, based on animal experiments, and
without waiting for complaints to pour in that new chemicals
are risky, it f.IOuld be tlich better to develop predictive tools,
predicting health effects based on structure, using sunilarities
to chemicals that have been tested in a dose-response arena.
There is important EPA activity in this area, but its basic
scientific justification as applied is limited. A research
program should be jointly conducted with EPA, industrial, and
university chemists and dose-response experts. Industrial
chemists wish to avoid the use of, possible exposure to, and
liabilities of high-risk chemicals, and have every reason
to cooperate. Further, there is virtually no research on the
synergistic or antagonistic effects of chemical soups, such as
drinking water, with many different trace organometallic ch~icals

in many urban areas. It is perfectly possible that restricting
each of these chemicals to a low level does not eliminate det~taDle

joint health effects, for which new joint estimators are required.
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r. Administrative ubs:ac12s: Exploratory investigation to oiscover
the likely extent of ~isK is often not ?OSsi~le within one
office committed to orte ~aw or one medium. ~is points to ~~e

necessi cy of sepa==..ce ~und ing for exploratory analys is for
identification of n~N ri3~. Such exploratory research is
often interdisciplinary. One needs chemistr~', physics, engL'1eering,
as well as biological and health sciences. One needs a cross-media
cross-exposure path and cross-chemical products approach. '

g. CKle New Tool -- Exploratory Data Analysis: M important new
discipline for lookir1g for effects in data of uncertain origin
when the effects are r.o: ;mown or understood in advance is
Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA). lhis discipline is different
from conventional statistics, which deals with analysis of data
that'has been coilected according to statistical practice. It
may be described as a c.Jllec:ion of algorithms and concepts fo~

rearranging massive daca ',J,n:il one can see the effects and
develop appropriate estimators. This discipline has converted
t~ "art of" aiscoverv of effects buried in data bases into
"close to a science;"- A science utiliz~ before conventional
statistics are used.

EDA is a very pOW'erful new tool and should be taught to EPA
scientific staff as a tool like FORTAAN' or physics. EDA has
many possible uses in EPA. A premier one is in the identi£~cation

stage of risk assessment. It is especially effective whenever
one has to consult large data bases that .:rre not the result of
designed ~periments with controlled variables. EDA's etfect-finding
algorithms have been implemented for graphics work stations, so
that the user needs only a surface knowledge of EDA and can use
t~ human eye to detect effects by rearranging and transforming
massive data bases in many different ways. EDA helps discover
new and reliable estimators. EPA needs estimators of risk i.n
all risk assessments. Such estimators are as diverse as BOD or
linear health effect models; they represent the quantities,
usually a compound result cf measur~ents of a nunber of pb.ysical
measurements, which represent a density or cumulative exposu~e,

or an effect in dose-effect, for example.

We all know many cases when estimators have been used to establish
toxic loads without adequate exploratory or confirmatory research
to determine that these estimators are robust estimators of the
intended risks. Systematizing the development of estimators :s
a task for expioratory data analysis; validating or confi~i~g

the choice is the domain of conventional science and ordiDCL;"
confirmatory statistics. EDA is an exploratory rather than
confirmatory tool. After the effects are discovered and gooo
estimators are developed by EDA, systematic data collection ar:d
experiments can then be undertaken. Such an approach is likely to
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sutJPiy :~e grise :or c:le :.li.ll or orClinary conii:-nacory s:a::is:ics
to more etfectively validate the estiQators.

h. Anot~r ~ew Tool: ::xpen Systems: Bcpert systems are extraord inarily
versatile tools for technology transfer. The elementary knowledge
and tools of the best ~rkers in each area of risk assessment
can record their knO'w'ledge in one of these" a'.ltornated handboo~"

for use by others in EPA, local, State and Federal Government,
and industry. As long as one does not try to encapsulate
knowledge that does not exist (where there are no experts),
this is a viable tool for technology trans fer, as long as the
methodology, databases and models for risk are updated.

One might think that establishing risk-reduction research priorities
would be merely a matter of applying the criteria to the identified risks.
However, complicating factors include:

a. the relative importance of each identified risk and e~ch

criterion is viewed differently by experts having different
perspectives ,

b. essential sutJport from EPA management and from those
responsible for the budget is dependent upon people

-having perspectives often different from those of the
experts. and

c. fruitful research requires a cadre of k.rv.-.-ledgeable, <iedicated
people ~rking in a given area over a pericd of at least a few
years.

The answer seen.s to lie in establishing a few "continuing core research
areas" and periooically convening persons representing a range of interests
to ascertain if these still are the right core areas, what new research
goals within these core areas are needed, and wpat funding is appropriate
given the magnitude of the risk and chances of research contributing to
reduction of that risk.

The core research areas would involve dedicated people at the ORD
laboratories supported by cooperative agreements and by competitive grants
to the scientific community. The latter is essential to get the best
thinking into the program. The core research areas ...-ould have short-ter:n
regulatory deliverables within its continuing program aimed at addressing
the over-all risk-reduction opportunity.



One mechanism for establishing oriorities is technical consensus.
A. consensus priori cizaclon or :eSi::arcn opportunities could be es tablished
by convening a group or pe:-sons associa~ed wich:

a. EPA program offices, CRD, Regions, t.~e scates and SAB,

b. academia, research institutes,

c. regulated conmuni ty,

d. pollution control inct..lStry, consulting engineers, and

e. public representatives.

Such a group would be organized and developed by allowing a period of
exchange of ideas and views on risk-reduction research and priorities.
Also, subpanels represencL'1g each inte::-est group could be established
with the leaders represenced on tne central group.

In addi.tion to establishing priori ties, the subpanels could be asked
to pred~ct the future, especially in tenJs of new or escalating problems;
founal forecasting tools might be used.

2.4.3 Extramural and Intramural Research -- A strong extramural research
program is essential to cornple!oenc EPA ' s intramural iJrogram. In addicion
to the tM)rk being funded by EPA at existing universicy centers, EPA should"
utilize other universit~ and private organization ca~abilities ttrrough an
open competitive process.

This is critical for che continued development of innovative risk
reduction strategies and will help provide the trained personnel necessary
to implement risk reduction strategies.
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As requested at the Novatber 24, 1987, m!et.i.cg of the Risk RedIJcticn

WOrX GroJp, attaclBi are severc!l. ~les of cost savinr1s that have

resul ted fran EPA's research program C%l i..nnorative treabre:1t teclnolcqies

in the wastewater and hazaIdals waste areas•. I am. loddtlfJ fanerd to

neeting with yo.J again at the Decarber 17 ~tiDq in Qmi:)ridqe.

Att:aehtrEnts

cc: Kathleen CClCWa.Y
Tan Devine



EPA has Caxluct..a:i ca1Sice--.a.ble successful research in the~ of
~tive treatl:nent: tecrr.olo;ies. 'The applicaticc of tr.ese tec1'nolo
gies can result in ~roved t..."""'eat::::rent effective1eSs. risk. rec::iuct-iat-.
and saviDq3_ of ene..~ and costs. The follOo1in; al.e a few e'X.i!nl'les of
such savioqs in tl".e areas of wast.e'otolater and haz.ardo.Ls -...see treat:%rl!nt:.

Secax!ary Oarificatic:n I..~~ts. In the pnvicus two decades.
EPA am its predecessors funded research which developed~
se::C'I'"C1ary clarifiers for waste-at.er treatDslt plants. '1'bese secc"dary
clarifiers irx:OLp:lrat.ed fla:cuJ.ator cmt.er ....uls. A mildly sti.rred
floc:c:ulaticc area \1IU set up be~ the aeraticc basin aDd the secc:xD
art clarifier. The fine full-sc:a.le testiDq of this DI!W fla:culaeicn
cax:ept was .CCT!':b Icts:! at the Cil:y of Corvallis. Ote;<n. Wich suc:ee:iei
in pro::hJcin; an averaqe effluent SS and aD of 5 fD'J/1. which wu equal
to or better t.han that cet:a..1.nable by usirq c:ostiy efflueat filtraticn.

A S70.000 ex:p!o:iit:u.re for basic resean:,h in flc:x:cu1.atia1 has saved
millicns of dollars in CCI:1St%UCtia:1 Ed operatiD; C08ta. For: CD! 50
n-gd plant. the orlqinal re.seareh has a henefit-~t ratio of 'Z1 to 1.
The potential naticnU cost sav1Dqs are in u.~ of $380 a:dlliCl1.
a ber1efit-to-ecat ratio of 1400 to 1.

~t.s in Tridclinq ·FUter Oesign. EPA played a k.-y role in
the dlNelq:&1lE!C1t of t.M tric:klin; filtl!r/solids <XZ1tact prcx:eu. An
effluent SS am Ea:) of 10 m;/l can be achieved witiDlt uam; effluect
filtratia'l. This provides a cost effective way of UW12YHrq trlc:kli..nq
filters with solids ca1taet units to treet the natiaml se:ficiary treat
rtent requirment':s. ~ precess hu been applied at CY'U 50 1ccatials
across the comtrj• By F'! 1986-; 17 projecta had bee funde1 UD:!er EPA's
I:mcvativellJ.ternative pro;,xan.

. EE'A' s ec:;- d i ture of $290,000 in c::aduI::ti.n; plant-sc:ale testinq of
this pro:ess cOJ.lc1 result in a aatia.l savin;a of 5280 milli.a1. which
is equivalent to a beDefit-to-eaIt ratio of 1000 to 1.

0Xj'S!!; J.eratiCl1 SYse.sr.. Utiliutia'l of~ aenticn for acti
vated sluag. t:re&~t has received wide field ao:eptaD:e. The R&D
pzoO:;jlam aOJC & 20-year old ccn:ept th.rouqh the pUot staqe to a fully
dara1strater! c~Uit:y by aeans of in-haJ.se effort, develcptl!!!C.t c:cn
~-act an:! d8ncrustratia1 gL'Ul.t.s in a perlai of 5 yean. several cost
effective syste:rl8 for di ssolving and utilizin; C'llCjJ9E!n gas have been
develq:e::!. Based a'l eM original EPA d.ercostratiens,~tive costs
for air ard ax:ygen systE!'tt9 s~ average savi.n;s in total treat:::relt costs
of about 20 percent. A Feden.l R&D investment of S3.2 millial has
effected an annual savings of S14 millicn in tIeaC1'l!nt costs-a return
O'l :i..rrJest:nent of 330 p!rcent.


